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EDITORIAL 
Thanks to those that submitted copy, not too many this time but the sheer volume of it with 
Nats/AGM copy has resulted in a bumper issue. 
 
The events on the calendar are being ticked as we proceed through the year and judging by 
individual members accounts submitted to the forum and as reported in this issue some pretty 
competitive and exciting racing is happening, so I urge you all to get out there on the water and 
enjoy a piece of the action. 

New Zealand Model Power Boat Association. 2012 A.G.M.  
Tauranga. 

Presidents Report 

 
Hi folks, 
 
Many thanks to those who have come to this 2012 New Zealand Championships here at 
Tauranga, thanks also to those who have come along to this meeting.  
 
It is one of the vagaries of life that 12 months ago I was sitting in a room in Blenheim minding my 
own business,   and now to find oneself in this position. 
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This has been an interesting year for the committee, a lot of meetings and a lot of discussion.  We 
as a committee wanted transparency which is why all of the scheduled meetings and special 
meetings have had the minutes of those meetings posted on the webpage.  It is important that the 
membership are informed of what is happening, it is your association. 
 
I do not think it prudent, nor necessary, to go over the events which led to elections for positions 
on the committee following the resignation of the President, Vice President and committee 
member earlier in the year.  Needless to say this caused some consternation for all of our 
members and for the committee. 
 
The basic duties of the NZMPBA include providing a structure and a platform to foster model 
power boating in New Zealand,   to promote the hobby, administer rules and guide lines, and set 
the events calendar for events and regattas during the year.   
 
We set out a basic agenda of what we wanted to achieve for the year, which included a new 
webpage and logo, ongoing work to improve IRMS, fostering of emerging clubs, and growing the 
association membership. 
 
Also attending to ‘housekeeping’ duties such as instating a complaints procedure,   remits to 
amend the rules of the Association to cater for changes in the hobby particularly  technological 
changes to the boats and the emergence  of more powerful engines,  in-line twins,  engine 
modifications, the list goes on. 
 
The very nature of model power boating is to keep pushing the boundaries for faster and better 
boats,  it is  motor sport,  and this is what it’s all about. 
 
We do have class rules in place, and in particular for the petrol classes, we need to ensure that the 
boats are raced and competed in their right categories.  It is with this in mind that the committee 
put in place a system of scrutineering at National events to ensure that the races are competed for 
on a level playing field.  I would like this ‘honesty’ carried over into club and speed trial events. 
 
Personally I would like to see more classes for stock class motors.   It is getting harder and harder 
for new members to afford the costs associated with running some of the high performance craft 
we have now,   also for some of our existing members to keep up.   I know,   it’s hard to fit all the 
existing classes we have now into a racing programme. Possibly something to keep in mind 
though. 
 
The new webpage was launched over Christmas, and despite one or two small teething problems, 
went off very well,   and appears to have been well received.    The site has a nice clean, crisp  
look.  It is designed to be a ‘work in progress’ and will continue to evolve as more members use it,   
and more information is added and updated.   This is our shop window to inform potential 
members of what we are about.   As an organisation we are competing with a lot of other clubs 
and interests to attract members.    The website is of course there for us,   please make use of it. 
 
Many thanks to those who put the hard work into creating the site for us, Paul Bretherton, Dale, 
Fred Zinsli, Peter Collier, and the committee for their ideas and support. 
 
The ‘Propshaft’ is continuing and is now published on the Website. Many thanks to Peter Collier 
for his work with our magazine.   Take the time to read it, and don’t be shy on contributing your 
local club news,   or other items of interest you would like to share with others.  Peter would sure 
appreciate this. 
 
The forum is there for all members to use,   and we encourage this.  The forums will be fairly 
moderated, and to date there have been no problems. One thing we are determined to avoid is the 
use of the forum as a platform for personal grievances or vendettas.  This will not be tolerated. 
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A lot of thought went into putting in place a Complaints Procedure to handle disputes between 
members,   grievances against the committee or whatever.  If anything concerns you, please use 
this system, and every effort will be made to reach an amiable resolution to the problem. 
 
Our membership has grown over the year which is encouraging.  Some clubs have re-invented 
themselves during the year and are getting themselves underway again, these include Wairarapa 
and Palmerston North. 
 
The racing calendar has been completed,   and is under way for this year.   There has been a 
round of the Off Shore Series programmed for Christchurch,   which is great considering the rough 
time they have had down there. 
 
This is probably a good time to remind the clubs that they are the front line representatives for the 
hobby,   it is how they look after their existing members and new members, is in essence the 
future of model power boating in New Zealand.   It can daunting for someone new to just walk into 
a club activity, either to make inquiries or show an interest in joining with us.  Please look after 
these people. 
 
Don’t forget to maintain all safety procedures,   adhere to the noise levels,   and behave with 
decorum,   especially in the public lime light.    A good presentation will leave a lasting impression,   
and unfortunately so does bad or unacceptable behaviour. 
 
There are several remits for you to consider at this meeting,   please give them your consideration, 
and if you have a point of view you wish to express,  do so.    Get your thoughts out in the open, 
and don’t harbour them,   this can only lead to a better outcome for everybody.   An open debate 
and exchange of ideas can only be a good thing. 
 
We have left one matter for the incoming committee to handle in urgency.  This is to do with the 
Association and the NAVIGA organisation.  This is all to do with members representing New 
Zealand at the World Championships.  We have received correspondence re this matter,   but 
because of it coming so close to the Nationals it was decided to defer to the new Committee.   It is 
only fair to all concerned that this matter be investigated as to what has happened in the past,   
and a fair decision made as to where we will be going with it in the future.    As per current 
practices the outcome of all of this will be posted on the website. 
 
A big thank you to the Bay of Plenty Club for their hard work in putting these Nationals together for 
us, enjoy. 
 
That’s enough from me. My special thanks to all of the committee members for their efforts over 
the past year.  It has not been easy at times, and we have agreed to disagree at times, but that’s 
all good.  They are a great bunch of guys.  Special thanks to our embattled, hard working 
Secretary/Treasurer. 
 
Regards, 
Wayne Mowbray, 
Acting President, 
New Zealand Model Power Boat Association, 
April 2012 
 

Secretary/Treasurers Report 
 
Wow what a year! 
Mine began as a member of the NZMPBA committee till the Blenheim Nationals and AGM.  I then 
set the record for the shortest reign of Vice president of the NZMPBA like about 2 minutes then 
resigned that post to take on the secretary treasurer job again for the second time. I sometimes 
wondered why? 
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A job ,that I am very passionate about. Accounting for every cent that come in and goes out of our 
bank accounts is paramount. A job where, when it comes to Association business, personal 
friendships, agendas etc have to be put aside as it you the membership as a whole that has to be 
the main focus. 
 
I have had to weather some pretty heavy flack early in my term from people who can’t resist 
blaming me personally for someone else’s misdemeanours. Later in my term again I have been 
blamed personally for a committee decision. It’s just the nature of the beast with some people I 
guess.  
 
Unfortunately the earlier incident blew our committee apart but the resilient, who like me had you 
the membership as our main focus stayed on and after adding 2 new members to our committee 
we had a very dedicated bunch of people whose focus was to better our association. 
 
As you can see from the financial statement we have had a profitable year thanks to a huge 
increase in membership  totalling 97 at years end.. 
 
Our biggest expenditure this year was the construction and commissioning of a new website. A 
special thanks from me goes to Paul Bretherton from committee who together with a work 
colleague Dale Dunnett and  NZMPBA member Fred Zinsli built the site for under half of what we 
budgeted for so hence the larger than usual profit. The rest of the committee were invaluable with 
assisting in getting a product that identifies us and will stand the test of time for some years to 
come. A real credit to those guys as the feedback has been nothing short of fantastic from old and 
not so old members alike. 
 
Consequently we have come into 2012 in a very healthy state but that does not mean we can go 
crazy and just spend for the sake of spending. 
 
The new committee will have projects to work on that will require funding and it is good to know 
that there is a reserve for those future projects. 
 
On line banking and communication has been a godsend with this job and the fact that our 
accounts are with the BNZ here in Blenheim, my bank, made it even easier. I strongly recommend 
that you use this system for paying subs etc as it speeds up the process, but please put a 
reference with your deposit so the secretary knows who has made the deposit. My hair was going 
grey quick enough.  
 
Thank you all for your support during the year and look forward to catching up with some of you at 
the Nationals and enjoy some good racing. 
 
 
Grahame Haines  
Secretary / Treasurer. 
 

NZMPBA 2011 FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
 
OPENING BALANCES       2010      2011 
Non Profit account           $  815.10  $3101.82 
Entry Fee account               $      0.00  $  158.31  
Term Deposit             $2273.60  ________ 
Total opening balance           $3088.70  $3260.13 
 
INCOME        
Membership fees    $2700.00  $3370.00 
Interest received    $    14.98  $    10.45 
Nationals fees     $  817.00  $1084.00 
Engraving fees       $    31.00 
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Donations      $    20.00  $    60.00 
Total income     $3551.98  $4555.45 
 
EXPENSES 
Withholding Tax       $      3.45 
Engraving Nationals trophies      $  227.00 
Donation to Marlborough MPBC     $  500.00 
Damian Baker Number boards     $  199.24 
Green Frog Signs. Number sets     $  224.25 
Pre-paid Envelopes NZ Post      $  332.50 
Warehouse stationary Receipt Book     $    11.69 
Interflora Kockott Bereavement     $    68.00 
Warehouse Stationary. address stamp    $    55.70 
IRMS Printer Cartridge      $  117.00 
State Insurance Business pack     $  450.19 
Dale Dunnett.  Website construction     $1000.00 
Naviga Fees           $551.96   $      0.00 
W/house Stationary 1TB Xtrnl Hd drive_______   $  199.90  
Total Expenses          $3373.47   $3388.92 
 
Net Balance           $  178.51   $1166.53 
 
CLOSING BALANCES 
Non Profit account         $3101.82   $4379.45 
Entry fee account         $  158.31   $    32.21 
Total closing bank balances       $3260.13   $4411.66 

     
ASSETS.                                               2010       2011 
 
Sound system         $     388.00   $    349.20 
PA System         $     305.26   $    274.73 
Stop Watches            $     187.35   $        0.00  
Noise Meter            $     145.00   $    130.50 
Cups and Trophies                   $  7408.94   $  7408.94 
Canopies X3                    $    675.00   $    607.50 
IRMS                     $  2711.72   $  2711.72  
Total assets                    $11,721.26   $11,482.59 
 
Total value of NZMPBA      $14,981.39       $15,894.25 

Minutes of AGM 
 

THE NEW ZEALAND MODEL POWER BOAT ASSOCIATION 
AGM 

HELD FRIDAY 6th APRIL 2012 
AT TAURANGA MODEL ENGINEERS CLUB ROOMS 

 
Meeting Opened 7.10pm 
 
Present 
Wayne Mowbray (WM) as Chair, Grahame Haines (GH), Matt Gay (MG), Steve Trott (ST), Warren 
Belk (WB), Peter Collier(PCR), Fred Zinsli (FZ), Bob Gutsell (BG), Matt Bindon(MB), Glen 
Watkins(GW), Richard Simonsen(RS) 
 
Apologies Damian and Darcy Baker, Paul Bretherton, Andrew Colquhoun. 
Moved/ seconded they be accepted  WM/MG 
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Proxy Voters.    Darcy Baker. 
 
Minutes of last meeting: - Read and confirmed. MG/WM. 
 
Matters arising:-     
BG raised point about 6 week cut off for events as we only had 1 month this year 
GH replied the timing of SI handicap series is for the end of the month and WM waited till the 
event for final Presidents cup points. 6 weeks is a bit long for cut-off.  
All agreed 1 month is fine. 
GH also mentioned the trophy custodian became him and has all of the available trophies. There 
are a few missing that will need tracking down this year. 
 
Correspondence.   IN 
Letter from Registrar of Incorporated Societies requesting our financial statement. 
E-Mail from Andrew Colquhoun advising he won’t be at AGM but happy to stand on Committee 
again. 
E-Mail from Paul Bretherton advising he too is available for committee. 
 
OUT 
E-mail to Incorporated Societies advising out AGM is on 6th April 
 
Moved /seconded correspondence be accepted.     GH/BG 
 
Financial Report 
GH Presented the financial report for 2011 
After answering some queries  and explanation of  income versus expenditure it was moved by 
GH the report be accepted. Seconded MG. Carried 
 
Presidents  Report. 
 
WM presented his first Presidents report on the years happenings and future visions. 
He moved it be accepted and was seconded by FZ.  Carried 
 
Election of Officers 
 
President:-   Wayne Mowbray.  Nominated BG seconded MB 
There being no other nominees. Moved nominations closed PCR/FZ. 
WM accepted his nomination     Carried. 
Vice President:-  BG was nominated but he declined the offer. 
Darcy Baker via Proxy nominated ST but ST declined stating he would rather stay at committee 
level for time being 
Matt Gay was nominated by Glen Watkins Seconded Richard Simonsen. 
MG accepted position      Carried 
 
Secretary/Treasurer:- 
GH nominated by MB seconded FZ. 
GH accepted position                                                             Carried. 
 
Committee:- 
Andrew Colquhoun and Paul Bretherton both nominated  GH seconded PCR 
As both advised via e-mail they were available. 
Matt Bindon nominated GH seconded WB 
Bob Gutsell nominated FZ seconded MB 
Steve trott nominated PCR seconded MG 
Kerry O’Reilly Nominated BG seconded MB. 
All accepted their positions and carried by those present. 
 
Patron:- 
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Peter Knight nominated PCR seconded MG subject to approval. Carried. 
 
Propshaft Editor:- 
Peter Collier agreed to continue in that role.  Carried. 
 
Web Master:-  Agreed the current committee members continue on as administrators.                                                                    
Carried 
 
Trophy custodian:- GH agreed to continue on as custodian.  Carried 
 
Scale hydro registrar:-  GH to continue but mentioned it is a waste of time at present as SUHA 
are the only ones running scale hydro regattas.  
ST reported that will change with the Hydrofest series.  Carried 
 
Presidents Cup Points Collator:-  WM agreed to continue on in that role. Carried 
 
Records Collator:-  GH advised he is happy to continue in that role unless someone wants to 
take it off him. There was silence!!  Carried. 
 
 
SUBSCRIPTIONS:-  GH advised that the coffers are in quite a healthy state and already we have 
2/3s of last years members re-joined and we will be able to get thru this year with out a fee 
increase. 
He therefore moved the subs remain the same for 2012. Seconded WB.  Carried 

Remits:- 
 
Remit #1 from NZMPBA Committee. To be inserted into the constitution 

 
8.1 
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE. 
 
The following is the complaint procedure that individual members of the NZMPBA should use 
when making a charge, complaint or appeal. 
 
1> Identify if the complaint type is: 
     Of a personal nature with another NZMPBA                      
     member. 

Of another NZMPBA member regarding an NZMPBA process 
or event. 
 
Of an NZMPBA process, event or sanctioned event. 
 
 

2> Write / e mail the NZMPBA Secretary a letter including all details regarding the complaint, 
please include evidence to support the complaint. “Hear say” comment will not be considered. 
 
3> The Secretary will table your charge, complaint or appeal at the next committee meeting for 
discussion. 
If in the opinion of the Association Secretary the charge, complaint or appeal  is of a serious and / 
or urgent nature, the Secretary will call an urgent committee meeting to discuss the 
complaint/grievance before the next scheduled committee meeting. 
 
4> At the conclusion of the Committee discussion and meeting:- 
 
  The Secretary will send a copy of the charge, complaint or appeal to the person/ s 
or organization that the charge, complaint or appeal is raised against. 
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That person or persons or organization, from date of receipt of this information, should respond 
within 15 days, in writing to the NZMPBA Secretary, with evidence as required, to advise their 
response and / or defend their position.  
 
5> That response will be presented and discussed at the next scheduled or emergency Committee 
meeting, that meeting outcome will be to: 
 
Request further information as required so the matter can be considered further, 
 
Or  Up hold the complaint, the Committee will inform the complainant of the outcome 
and take whatever disciplinary or other corrective action they may deem necessary following 
procedures set out in the Constitution or as otherwise required. 
 
Or  If the Committee feel the complaint does not warrant any further action then the 
parties concerned will be advised of this in writing as soon as possible following the committee 
meeting. The Committee decision will be final and no further correspondence will be entered into. 
 
6> If the complainant is dissatisfied with the outcome reached by the NZMPBA Committee, then 
the complainant will need to make use of an external legal process to pursue their issue. 
 
Discussion:-As there was no one wanting to put forward any discussion it was moved MG 
seconded BG we put it to the vote.              Carried unanimously. 
 
Remit #2 from NZMPBA Committee 

 
Re-number current Rule 12 “Heat Racing Points Scoring System” to 13 
Add new Rule 12 “Oval Course Race Starts” to the General Rules section 
 
Oval Course Race Starts. Submitted by the NZMPBA committee 
 
When ever the 2 1/2 minute start procedure is in use to facilitate race starts: 
 
All boats shall mill the course proper and those on the course proper shall have right of way over 
those entering the course. 
 
As boats enter the last turn ( turn 3 ) before the race start proper, they must maintain the "lane" 
they are in until the start line is crossed. 
 
 A boat that leaves the mill proper to kill time and / or get a long run-up for a flying start, shall be 
deemed to have left the course and shall re-enter Behind those lining up for the start or, in the 
outer most lane allowing room for those on the mill proper. 
 
After the Official start boats must retain their lane position until they have rounded Turn 1 unless 
they have a clear roostertails length lead in front to allow room for inside lanes to complete the turn 
without interference. 
  
In the event of an infraction, either the Course Observer or Race Start Observer will report the 
infraction to the Race Director who will issue a 50 point penalty against the offending driver. Any 
Penalty issued is final and cannot be challenged or protested. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
As a note, the Oval Course diagram needs updating to show Turns 1,2,3 & 4. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Reasons. 
1> That too often there are incidents where boats clash in the final corner and first half of the front 
straight before a race start. 
2> That when at larger venues, some boats are taken very wide at the last turn to either kill time 
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before the start or to get a flying start, then coming from the widest point out, often then cutting 
straight across all others to take an "inside" lane at the start, this is dangerous and unfair to others 
that have maintained a consistent lane up to the start line. 
 
Discussion:-  This came as a result of boaters leaving the course in Blenheim Nationals then flying 
down the lake into lane 1&2 forcing those milling on the course proper to take evasive action. 
GW and RS said in Aussie you are not allowed to change lanes in the last 10 seconds before the 
start. 
GH moved remit be accepted seconded by GW.         Carried Unanimously. 
 
Remit #3 from NZMPBA Committee to be inserted into Guide to racing section of rulebook 
 
Race Start Observer. 
 
 
The “Race Start Observer” should be positioned on the drivers stand with a clear line of vision of 
the front straight and start line. 
 
Duties: To be familiar with the boats and their drivers of each race: 
 
 1> 
 To observe, record and advise the Race Director (at the conclusion of each race)  any "lane 
change" infractions on the front straight leading up to the start of the race, as per the Oval Sprint 
Race Start rules. 
 
2 >  
To judge the fair start of races.  
Any boat crossing the start line before the start hooter sound starts at the end of the mill time 
countdown, is deemed to have broken the start. 
 
That in the event of a boat breaking the start,  that the Race Start Observer immediately announce 
via the PA system the offending boat/s and or driver/s that have broken the start.  
To make sure that the pit person/s for the driver/s that broke the start do not record the first lap as 
it is next time past the start line is when those offending boats have actually started the race.  
Legitimate laps should be recorded following that next lap.         
They can do this by advising the appropriate pit person directly and/or announce this instruction 
over the PA. 
 
Course Observer.  Turns 1 & 2 
     
  The “Turn 1 & 2 Course Observer” should be positioned at the left end of the drivers stand with a 
clear line of vision of their end of the oval course, the front and back straights back to the start / 
finish line. 
 
Duties: 
To be familiar with the boats and their drivers of each race: 
 1> 
 To observe, record and advise the Race Director (at the conclusion of each race)  any "lane 
change" infractions on turn 1, as per the Oval Sprint Race Start rules. 
 
2 >  
To record and advise the Race Director ( at the conclusion of each race ) any course infractions 
incurred during the race, as per normal penalties for hitting and /or missing buoys. 
 
3 >  
To note any details of race incidents where a protest may occur. 
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Course Observer.  Turns 3 & 4     
  The “Turn 3 & 4 Course Observer” should be positioned at the Right end of the drivers stand with 
a clear line of vision of their end of the oval course, the front and back straights back to the start / 
finish line. 
 
Duties: 
To be familiar with the boats and their drivers of each race: 
 
1> 
To observe and report to the Race Director (at the conclusion of each race) any "lane change" 
infractions on turns 3 and 4 leading up to the start of the race, as per the Oval Sprint Race Start 
rules. 
 
2 >  
To record and advise the Race Director ( at the conclusion of each race ) any course infractions 
incurred during the race, as per normal penalties for hitting and /or missing buoys. 
 
3 >  
To note any details of race incidents where a protest may occur. 
 
Discussion :-  GH and ST explained the reasoning for this remit All agreed it was straight forward 
as to what it was aiming to achieve. 
Moved ST seconded WM we put it to the vote.  Carried unanimously. 
 
 
Remit #4 from Steve Trott #232 
 
Regarding "Class Rules" specifically ENDURANCE. 
 
I propose that the ENDURANCE event is withdrawn from being an event at the NZMPBA National 
Championships following the 2012 Nationals and AGM.That this event is simply "mothballed" as 
such. (as was the matrix racing equivalent was some time ago.)The actual rules and diagrams 
pertaining to this event should be maintained in the NZMPBA Rule Book in case the event is run at 
regattas other than the NZMPBA National Championships, and / or until it is appropriate to 
reinstate the event at the National Championships. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reasons: 
1> Racing now is predominantly Oval Sprint racing, and the specific craft built to suit that entity 
does not lend itself well to racing the Endurance course, in effect meaning that to compete in for 
example the C2 Mono sprint and Endurance races, then you really need 2 different hulls, ie a multi 
and a Seducer type hull. 
 
 
2> That with the advent of new Oval specific craft, then an endurance type event is still available 
within the Marathon event. 
 
3> That with the current growth, especially in the Gas boat classes, that somehow more time is 
required to cater for those events, so something must make way. 
 
4> This offers a clear direction for the many of us wondering if to build new multi boats or oval race 
boats. 
 
5> I appreciate that Tunnel hulls are also able to run in the Endurance event, however, have not 
seen any significant number of these type of craft entered at the last 2 NZ national 
Championships. 
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DISCUSSION:-  WB expressed disappointment  that this has come about but it is a sign of the 
times and accepts  that endurance will no longer be held at the Nationals unless there is a 
resurgence. 
MG pointed out that we are not removing the class from the rule book so it is still there. 
GH here is the change for a club to take up the challenge and push this event by hosting an 
endurance only nationals for those who want to continue with multi racing. 
BG noted the only club that has some multi racing is Manakau and then they do not have a lot of 
multi’s running. 
WB noted all of the monos in the local club are oval orientated except his multi’s. 
MG commented the committee will monitor things and if there is a big resurgence in multi’s then 
we have the power to bring endurance racing back. 
 
Moved ST seconded WB we put it to the vote.   Carried unanimously. 
 
Remit #5 from Steve Trott #232 
 
Change of wording of rules. 
 
Endurance Cup: On the basis that the "mothballing of the endurance events" from the Nats AGM 
takes place, then to the current wording add: 
 
"From 2012 this includes the Marathon events" 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Scale hydro Mini Gold Cup. 
 
Currently: 
11.. Scale Hydro Mini Gold Cups. 
Awarded to the best performance by a Scale Hydro at regattas during the year and at the 
nationals. 
(a). It shall be competed for over 4 rounds held at sanctioned regattas throughout the 
year, with the final round being held at the Nationals. 
(b). The best 2 performances only from the first 3 rounds will be considered for points. 
(c). Performances at the nationals count for double points. 
Points Allocated: 
1st 9 points 4th 3 points 
2nd 6 points 5th 2 points 
3rd 4 points 6th 1 point 
In addition each contestant will receive one bonus point per competitor. 
 
Change to: 
 
C Scale Hydro Gold Cup 
Awarded to the best performance by a Scale Hydro at regattas during the year and at the 
Nationals. 
(a). It shall be competed for at sanctioned regattas throughout the 
year where C Scale Hydro is run as a specific event, with the final round being held at the 
Nationals. 
(b). Performances at the nationals count for double points. 
Points Allocated: 
1st 9 points 4th 3 points 
2nd 6 points 5th 2 points 
3rd 4 points 6th 1 point 
In addition each contestant will receive one bonus point per competitor. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Don Horne Trophy. 
 
Remove all current criteria and points system and replace with: 
 
B and C Scale Hydroplane - Boat Judging Guideline. 
All Boats to be assembled in a line for static judging. 
Do Not Judge boats from less than 1.5 metres. 
A maximum of two photos are required for judging. 
(No photo, no judging) 
General Appearance. 
Take into account overall presentation of the boat compared to others. 
Paint Scheme. 
Check for correctness of overall layout including, design, stripes and colour match, also all 
graphics. 
General Detail. 
Consider detail such as lifting hooks, tie downs, canopy shape, wing shape, driver’s mirrors etc. 
Cockpit Detail. 
Consider detail of scale driver, steering wheel, dials and gauges etc. 
Engine Detail. 
Consider detail such as exhaust stacks, super chargers etc for exposed engines. 
Turbine tubes, mounts and clamps etc for enclosed engines. 
Appearance on Water. 
(Complete during practice or 1 lap sprints) 
Consider authenticity and character of ride according to hull type, speed is not necessarily a factor 
for this. 
Owners Details. 
To be asked of the owners at any point prior to racing commencing, remind them this is an 
HONESTY system. 
Please add all points and write in the Total. 

Scale Hydroplane 

Most Authentic Boat Judging. 

Owner ……………………… Boat ……………………………... 

General Appearance max 100 pts ………………. 

Paint Scheme max 100 pts ………………. 

General Detail max 100 pts ………………. 

Cockpit Detail max 50 pts ………………. 

Engine detail  

Exposed Engine max 50 pts ………………. 

Enclosed Engine max 30 pts ………………. 

Appearance on Water max 50 pts ………………. 

OWNERS DETAILS. 

Scratch built by owner + 100 pts ……………….. 
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Kitset built by owner + 40 pts ……………….. 

Purchased or built by others + 0 pts  

Painted by owner + 100 pts ……………….. 

Painted by others + 0 pts  

Total points …………….. 

DISCUSSION:-   PCR queried whether we still lose points for a ride plate under Don Horne rules. 
ST replied no has removed that and simplified things for judging. 

Moved ST seconded MG we put it to the vote Carried unanimously. 

Remit #6 from Andrew Colquhoun #41 
 
I would like to put forward that the P3 range be set at 27.01cc to 32cc. 
 
As we now have many inline 30.5cc twin engines coming out in stock form I propose we now look 
at creating a petrol open class with the upper limit increased from the current 52cc to 62cc. 
 
 I would also like to put forward As a discussion topic that there be some provision made for those 
wanting to build  larger engine configurations. 
 I think we need to have this class purely for insurance and for club racing. With regards to 
nationals they would only be able to compete in the open oval which is very similar to the open 
class for nitro engines. 
It would also be a requirement that anyone wishing to race any combination in excess of 62cc 
would need to seek NZMPBA committee approval to race it. 

 
“Maybe look at 35cc for P3 and 70cc for open so it covers the 35cc Quickdraws”. 
 
Regards 
Andrew 
 
DISCUSSION:- FZ had drafted similar remit increasing top end capacity to 70cc but was late 
arriving so discussion was geared around both. Hence highlighted modification from Andrew 
above. 
General consensus is do we need bigger boats and engine capacity’s. 
BG suggests it go to committee to seriously look at what Yanks are doing regarding big stuff as 
they have a whole set of different rules for the big boats. 
This raises insurance issues as well. 
After much tooing and frowing it was decided that it needs more research in committee. 
Moved PCR seconded GH we put it to the vote. Remit was lost by unanimous decision however it 
was also unanimously decided that new committee takes a serious look at what is happening 
overseas to make an informed recommendation to the membership for the future.  
 
GENERAL BUSINESS. 
 
Rule book revisions. 
WB requested that when a revision is done on the rule book that the revision date be changed at 
the bottom of the page. 
ST reported he normally did revisions and only just recently discovered how to change the date at 
the bottom of the page so it should be done from now on. 
 
NAVIGA.  Committee members briefly outlined the situation regarding NAVIGA and NZMPBA and 
advised we will investigate and deal with it in committee. 
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Website Hosting. FZ advised we only have a basic starter pack that is small in size and his 
company is prepared to increase our capacity to go with the technology 
We are developing now and will increase our capacity to the largest package they offer which will 
reduce any limitations to what we can do and will cost us nothing. 
It is going to give us  10 time our current capacity. 
 
Insurance. Following on from discussion earlier the question was asked from when to when are 
we covered by insurance as it does not align with the end of our financial year.  
PCR enquired does our insurance  cover ceased as our financial year ceases if we have an 
incident before subs are paid. 
GH Our insurance cover runs from October to October. 
It is stipulated that you have to be a financial member to race under the NZMPBA umbrella. If 
people want cover then they need to pay their subs immediately 
If someone is not financial then the insurance claim would come under their personal insurance. 
 
Life Membership. 
GH mentioned  that we had discussed in committee earlier in the year the possibility of making 
John Belworthy a life member of our organisation. He has been a member  for 37years and has a 
pretty impressive track record both in competing and design of boats and overseas representation. 
PCR advised he was intending to attend tomorrow Saturday as he and Christine have been 
holidaying at Taupo. 
GH read out this history of achievements to the meeting . 
A plan was hatched to totally surprise him if he arrived during the day and if He did not show then 
all present would be sworn to secrecy till the next Wellington offshore in May and we would 
present it then. 
GH said he would even delay publishing the AGM minutes so that he did not get a sniff of what we 
were up to. 
 
It was Moved GH and seconded by WM that we present John Belworthy with life membership at 
the earliest opportunity  and put to the floor. 
The vote was unanimous with a clap of appreciation for what John has done for our organisation. 
 
There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.23pm. 

2012 NZMPBA NATIONALS - At TAURANGA 
        By nobody in particular 
 
Wow what an event, what a venue, what a happy bunch of boaters. The 2012 NZMPBA national 
championships would have to be one of the best yet again. 
 
We all who attended the Blenheim Nats last year raved about how good they were and here we 
are again going even better. Steve Trott and the BOP club together with the Tauranga City Council 
have created arguably the best purpose built racing venue in the country and have definitely set 
the standard for future event venues. It has been built as a storm water reservoir for an adjacent 
subdivision and was created with liaison with the BOP Club so they could make use of it instead of 
leaving it for duck poo and weed. 
 
A purpose build drivers stand with wheelchair access as well, gave a good view of the course. It is 
a great driver’s course and if you trained your brain to drive the buoys you could get into the 
groove real quick. For the writer and a few others it took a 20minute Marathon event to get the eye 
in. From the drivers stand you could swear that ¼ of the pond width was the front straight, ½ the 
width the middle of the oval and the other ¼ the back straight. If you walked to the end of the lake 
and looked up it the back buoy line was down the centre of the lake and in fact you had over 50 
meters of water between the course and the bank out back. On the first day it was amazing how 
many, (including the writer), were almost kissing the grass on the back bank. The event caravan 
and hot pits were at the back of the drivers stand and with a new big screen monitor set up in the 
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rear window of the caravan made it real easy to run events and the PA man could call heats, and 
competitors check their pit from outside the van. 
 
It was also great to see some faces of old in attendance stopping in for a look whilst in the area on 
holiday. Grant Binns from the Manawatu John Belworthy from Wellington and Auckland’s Kevin 
Housley who was a strong competitor in the 80’s and early 90’s 
 
After an intense drivers briefing outlining events rules and how the regatta was going to run as well 
as warning drivers we would be scruitineering engines this year our President Wayne Mowbray 
kicked things off with P2 mono sprint. Wayne ran IRMS this year for most events and did a sterling 
job in sometimes trying situations with IRMS tossing in some challenges of its own. 
In order to get thru a very big programme it was elected to run only 4 heats of 5 laps instead of the 
normal 5 heats of 5. 
We also had to bear in mind many were running P2 and P3 engines in the same hull so to save 
holdups we ran all the P2 events before switching to P3 so racers generally only had to do 1 
engine change. 
 
So, the first event was P2 mono Sprint, 6 entries. A couple of mainlanders, 3 north islanders and 
an Aussie. New pond jitters must have prevailed as only Bob Gutsell with Big Red finished all 4 
heats. He had been over to the pond practicing prior to the nationals so had his eye in. Brendon 
Kirk Canterbury 2nd and Richard Simonsen, Australia 3rd. 
 

  
Big Red            Matt Bindon Chasing Rex Anderson in C1 
 
C1 Mono Sprint up next. 5 Racers. 2 multi boats and 3 deep vees. 
Matt Gay’s Seaducer vee was clearly the quickest and won 3 of the 4 heats but the boat decided 
to play Seadunker in heat 2. Steve Trott’s multi was next quickest and finished 4 so won with Matt 
2nd and Matt Bindon just pipped Nitro Ned for 3rd 
 
Next event on the card P2 tunnel Sprint. 8 competitors with 6 heats and now the pace was starting 
to hot up. Brendon Kirks “Fang It” was the quickest and in the 10 minute warm up had clocked 
106kmh on his GPS! The rest were not far behind on pace. Tunnel racing is always good for 
spectating as it is usually close bumper to bumper stuff and the guys did not disappoint. Bob 
Gutsell’s “Toll Racing” finished 4 to win with Brendon unfortunately being taken out in lane 1 of 
heat 4 on the start line by a boat coming from lane 6! The culprit got a severe reprimand from Nitro 
the Jetty Marshal not to do that again! Brendon still managed 2nd place with local rookie Jason 
Turvey filling 3rd. 

  
Bobs Toll Racing         Steve, front, and Peter in C2 Marathon 
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After some bangers n bread for lunch it was on with C2 marathon, 5 entries but only 4 raced. 
Aussie Glen Watkins pulled out. Matt Gay ran his Seaducer again Peter Collier a tunnel with Steve 
Trott and Matt Bindon deep vees.  All had at least 1 rescue and Matt Bindon’s engine was being a 
real pain refusing to go any distance. MG nailed 44 laps, PC 35, ST 28 and MB 4. 
 
Next on the card P2 Marathon 10 entries and because of time constraints all 10 were to run in 1 
heat.  However Morgan Plummer had to scratch as his tunnel was badly damaged in an incident in 
P2 Tunnel, 8 hit the start line together and things were pretty hectic for the first half a dozen laps 
till some started falling over and wilting under pressure. Matt Gay with his mono and Brendon Kirk 
and “Fang It”  were having a dingdong battle out front  whilst Bob Gutsell and Terry Riddiford were 
having their own race further back with their tunnels. The race went right to the wire. Going down 
the back straight for the last time on the same lap, Brendon made a move to pass Matt but 
succeeded in blowing over on Matts Rooster tail. Results, Matt 54 Brendon 53 and Bob 33 Terry 
next on 28laps. 
 
B Hydro was next on the card. 6 entries 5 B’s made up of riggers and B scales plus Nitro’s wee A 
hydro. Steve Trott’s rigger was by far the quickest and best handling in the conditions and got the 
perfect 4 from 4 for 1600 points. Matt Lee also finished 4 for 1050 points with Bob Gutsell finishing 
3 for 719 points Peter Collier 525 on 2 heats. Nitro clipped a buoy in heat 1 and broke his booms 
so was out. 

  
Steve’s Rigger                                           Start of Open Electric 
 
Heat 1 of open electric up next with 4 entrants. 3 hydros and Peter Collier’s Mono. A good line up 
for the start but 2 hydros had flipped on the first lap then whilst holding a healthy lead Peter 
Anderson’s hydro blew a drive shaft leaving Peter Collier the sole survivor to finish and score 
maximum points. 

Last event for the day was Sport Petrol Hydro. 12 entries the speed in the10 minute warm up blew 
the writer away clearly quite an increase on speeds from last year at Blenheim. A couple were 
running with their GPS on board and were hitting 115~116 kmh obviously at the end of the 
straights. This was going to be one fast event, 8 heats followed with 6 different winners. After the 
rooster tails had settled Matt Gay emerged the winner finishing 4. Terry Riddiford second on 3 
heats with 2 firsts a 2nd and a DNF that cost him the title. 3rd equal went to Tony Christiansen and 
Matt Bindon. 

  
Matt Bindon                                                    Tony Christiansen 
Racing was then finished for the day so it was home for a quick spruce up then the AGM. 
 
Saturday.   
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8am start. A little late with drivers briefing and integrated with that was presenting John Belworthy 
with his Life membership. See article elsewhere in Propshaft. 
 
First up Heat 2 of Open Electric. Peter Anderson now sporting a new flex drive in his rigger. 
Another good start and Richard Simonsen and Mark Kemps repeated yesterday and flipped. The 2 
Peters stayed out of trouble and Peter Anderson won comfortably. 

  
The 2 Peters. Anderson above and Collier right. 
 
C2 mono Next and we are now running ½ an hour late! 1 Aussie, Glen Watkins and 4 Kiwis. Trotty 
and Big Bird plus the 2 Matts, Gay and Bindon. Guess what? The Aussie creamed us with a very 
fast and stable mono. Trotty second Peter ‘Big Bird’ Collier 3rd 

  
Glen Watkins                                                 Peter Collier 
 
P2 Endurance next and a repeat of Marathon  in the way it went except Brendon got his revenge 
and pipped Matt by 1 lap 62 to 61. Big Fish Bob got 3rd again. 
 
Sport 45 Hydro sprint. 4 entries. Tui, Big Bird, John (Harry Potter) Belworthy driving Matt Lee’s 
boat and Big Fish Bob. Tui finished 4 out of 4 for the title Big Bird second with ‘Elray IV and Harry 
3rd.   Harry discovered that the buoys are fairly hard as he clipped one and tore a sponson off 
Matts ‘O Boy Oberto’. 

  
‘Elray  IV                                                         Oh Bugger! 
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Next up P2 hydro. 13 entries 12 competed in 9 heats. Richard Simonsen scratched.  Many ran 
their T1 or T2 boats with Damian Baker and Mark Kemps running Baker boats’ new Backlash look 
alike hydro. Like Brendon’s Backlash at last year’s Nats they were fast and stable and looked to be 
to ones to beat in practice. Damian or Mark won any heats they started however they drew each 
other together in 2 heats and Damian was the victor in both with Mark second. Other heat wins 
went to Matt Gay, rookie Jason Turvey and Terry “The Ridds” Riddiford. After all the spray had 
settled Damian had 4 firsts for 1450 points (he cut a couple of buoys on 2 heats) Mark 2nd on 1400 
and rookie Ben Riddiford claimed bragging rights over his old man by showing him how it was 
done by claiming 3rd on 925. Pops was 7th on 625! 

  
Damian                                                       Mark 
 
We were now almost 1 hour behind schedule so to make up an instant 30 minutes we carried on 
racing thru lunch. Marie and Tania ran the BBQ and made sure everyone got a feed. 
 
C2 Endurance was next on the card. 5 entries 4 raced Matt Gay scratched.  We only ran for 10 
minutes. Peter collier amassed 28 laps with his tunnel Glen Watkins19 with his purple and yellow 
mono and Matt Bindon a distant 3rd with 3 laps. Tui got 1 lap before his mono went bang. 

  
Glens C2 mono                                          They were conspicuous by their absence! 
 
Back to hydros again and T1 Thunderboat. 9 entries and 5 heats.  Damian and Mark dominated 
again each winning 2 heats each and rookie Bruce Clarke taking the 5th heat. Matt Gay got in 1 
heat then wicked radio interference sidelined him.  I later heard the local yachties were running 
close by and one inconsiderate sod was on Matt’s frequency. Interesting at the end of play Matt 
turned on his gear and no interference as the yachties had gone home. All the more reason for us 
to run 2.4 GHz radio now.  The results should have been a first equal however Damian drove too 
close and missed 2 buoys in heat 1 and the resulting penalties rendered him back to second. Matt 
Bindon’s new pinkie got a well deserved 3rd. 4 engines were stripped for scrutineering and all 
passed with flying colours. 
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Mark Kemps T1                                             Matt Gay chasing Ben in heat 1 
 
C1 Marathon next with 5 entries. All got a good start except Nitro. His motor refused to start till 5 
minutes into the race then he was off circulating. Matt Gay was fastest on the course but had an 
off. Tui managed a win on 48 laps Matt 46 and Matt Bindon 37 nitro 24 and Rex Anderson a day to 
forget on 4. 
 
B Mono Sprint. 5 entries with 4 racing. 3 B’s Matt Gay, Warren Belk and Rex Anderson, plus 
Nitro’s A Seaducer with the Picco 21 on a gear box.  All had at least 1 DNF except Nitro. Matt won 
the 3 he started with his 100kmh record holding pink AC vee.  With Nitro winning the heat that Matt 
DNF’ed in. Matts 3 x 1st’s and DNF netted 1225 points whilst Nitro’s 1st 2nd and 2 x 3rd’s got 
1150points, Warren on 625 3rd and Rex 525 4th. 
 
With 2 events left P3 endurance and B marathon it was decided to run the B event first since 
everyone was on the hot pits already. Also to catch up on time we would only run 10 minutes as 
there was only 3 left to run. Both Matt and Warren had stoppages but the wee A boat just kept 
going round and round. It had a healthy 4 lap buffer with less than a minute to go and then going 
down the back straight for the last time the pink pussy mistook the wee Seaducer (Named 
buttercup by Marie) for a cat on heat and mounted it from the rear and ended the race for both. 
Nitro 23 laps Matt 19 and Warren 18. 

  
Matts AC “pink pussy” mono                                          Nitro’s A Seaducer “Buttercup” 
 
P3 Enduance was the first P3 event ever run at a nationals. 5 entries but 2 scratched .Tony Belle 
and Wayne Mowbray. Wayne’s boat called the Little Green Barstard was living up to its name!  
That left Matt Gay and his AC mono Brendon Kirks ‘Fang It” and Fred Zinsli’s Deepvee.  Matt 
knocked out 31 laps in 10 minutes Brendon 15 and Fred 4. 
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Matt’s AC     Brendon was 2nd. 
 
Sunday. 
Another cracker day sunshine and light winds.  Open electric heat 3 first up. Mark Kemps finally 
managed to finish a heat and in first as well with Peter Anderson 2nd and Peter Collier 3rd Richard 
Simonsen clipped a buoy and broke his rigger booms. 

  
Mark’s Electric Hydro    Bruce Clarke winner T2 Hydro 
 
It was then straight into T2 Thunderboat. 9 entries with 8 racing. Matt Gay was not able to run his 
My Gypsy after blowing the bottom out of it.. Damian and Mark were expected to dominate again 
as they appeared quickest in practice however when the flag dropped for the first heat they both 
succeeded in flipping in turn 1. This threw the event wide open. Local Rookie Bruce Clarke Won 
his first National title with Damian taking 2nd and Tony Belle 3rd. 
 
B endurance next 5 entered but 4 raced. Warren Belk Matt Gay Rex Anderson and Nitro. Warren 
was off like a scolded cat and literally left everyone in his wake. Nitro blew his gearbox when 
engine mount bolts came loose after 19 laps. Warren not only won the event but also nailed the 
most laps trophy as well with 64 laps in 20 minutes. Rex second on 43 one more than Matt. 
 
P3 Mono Sprint. Matt and Brendon both racing AC monos and Fred with his Deep vee.  Matt won 
the 4 heats from Brendon and Fred 3rd. 
 

  

Fred’s Deep vee                                          Brendon’s Razor getting loose 
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C1 Endurance had 6 starters.  The same 5 that ran Marathon plus Warren Belk. Steve Trott was 
very lucky to get a second bite at the cherry as we had just started the race then he crashed. 
IRMS then decided to stop counting laps so the race was stopped and restarted once a manual 
counting system was put into action. All had a good run then with 3 minutes to go Nitro ran out of 
fuel. Rex Anderson was having issues as well but Steve did not make the same mistake and 
managed to clock 62 laps with his hunter, Matt Bindon 60 with his deep vee and Matt Gay 59 for 
3rd. 
 
We had to run through lunch again to make up time so heat 4 of Open Electric was run.  Only the 
3 left and would you know it Mark flipped again whilst in the lead. Peter Anderson won again from 
Peter Collier.  So overall after the 4 heats Peter collier had taken first with 1225 points by finishing 
all heats. Peter Anderson fell 100 points shy for 2nd and Mark Kemps 3rd on 425. 
 
C2 hydro next. 6 entries but only 5 competed. Glen Watkins Australia, Steve Trott and Peter collier 
ran riggers with Nitro and Big Fish Bob racing their scales to make up numbers. Heat 1 set the 
tone with Trotty clearing out with his 90 rigger from Glens 67 rigger and Nitro a distant 3rd. Bob 
DNF’ed as with Peter Collier who was having all sorts of trouble trying to keep his motor running. 
Later after the event he traced the problem to air being sucked in thru the remote mixture valve. 
 
Heat 2 and Nitro nailed the start bang on with Trotty Glen and Bob back a bit. Glen caught and 
passed Nitro thru turn 3~4 and nitro lost sight of his boat in Glens rooster tail. Trotty was 
approaching at a hell of a rate of knots and both he and Nitro ended up in the same place at the 
same time. The resulting collision blew a big hole in the right side of Lite All Star although this was 
not discovered till it came back to shore after the heat as it completed the race minus its cowl but 
got second behind Glen with Bob in 3rd.  The initial prognosis was not good and Nitro had decided 
to scratch for the rest of the event and also C Scale Hydro as he expected the cowl to be 
destroyed as well. Unbelievably it was un-damaged and fitted perfectly so Warren Belk Mark 
Kemps and Matt Bindon joined forces and helped repair the damage with Bear tape.  Lite made 
the last heat and got a 2nd again behind Glen with Bob 3rd. Trotty’s boat needs some major 
rebuilding too. Final result Glen 1st nitro 2nd and Bob 3rd. 

  

Glen’s Tiapan won C2 Hydro                         Nitro’s holed Lite All Star got second. 
 
P3 Tunnel was slotted in next. 4 entries Matt Gay, Brendon Kirk Tony Belle and the Ridds.  All 
very close on speed and it would come down to starts and driving. A breeze blowing down the 
back straight made things interesting as well Tony Belle managed to pull off the win from Brendon 
Kirk and the Ridds 3rd. Matt had a couple of blow offs under pressure for 4th. 
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Tony Belle pursued by the Ridds.             Big Fish Bob Launches ‘Fang It’ for 2nd place 
 
C Scale Hydro.4 racers Steve Trott and Executone, Matthew Lee and Oh Boy Oberto, Bob Gutsell 
and Cellular One and Nitro Ned with the repaired Lite All Star.  First heat and Executone showed a 
clean rooster tail and cleared out from the rest. The others then got the pip and conked out. Heat 2 
and it was Executone’s turn to have a hissy fit. Oberto won from Lite and Cellular 3rd. Heat 3 and 
Executone conked again and this time Lite pipped Oberto by 2 sec and cellular 3rd again. She also 
had the pip with her owner and was off song. 
 
Final heat and whoever won that was going to win the championship. Lite nailed the start bang on 
Oberto was ½ a lap back. Cellular and Executone did not make the start. Lite drove a conservative 
race while Oberto went for broke and caught Lite going round turn 3 & 4 on lap 4. Lite drifted a 
little wide and Oberto went for the gap inside but misjudged and clipped a buoy and losing its cowl 
in the process.  Now with more fresh air getting to the engine Oberto picked up some more speed 
and trailed Lite into the back straight. She then powered up inside Lite but got very light on the 
breeze as she approached the end of the straight then she suddenly lifted off the water and blew 
over leaving Lite to complete the turn and win the title. So after 23 years on the water Lite All Star 
finally won C Scale hydro. 

  
Lite won C Scale     OH BOY Oberto second 

  
Cellular One on song 3rd    Executone brought up the rear 
 
The final class event of the Nationals was P3 Marathon. 5 competitors plus the Ridds ran his P2 
tunnel for some extra water time. Graham Simonsen and Fred Zinsli ran monos whilst Tony Belle 
Matt Gay and Brendon Kirk ran tunnels. The breeze was still having a big influence down the back 
straight and it was a fine line between staying on the water and blowing over. Mechanical issues 
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sidelined Fred early but the others went at it hammer and tongs. Brendon’s Fang It had managed 
to sneak a couple of laps ahead then going down the back straight with a couple of minutes to go 
the breeze got the better of him and he did a spectacular summersault out off turn 3. The others 
scented a victory coming up and seemed to up the anti for the last couple of minutes. At race end 
Graham and Brendon tied on 52 laps. Matt 2 laps back and Tony back on 47 for 4th. 

  

Graham Simonsen       Brendon Bows out! 
 
We all then packed up and Nitro and Marie plus Peter collier headed to Trotty’s place to do results 
and place cards for prize giving. Marie helped Steve with the results while Nitro edited photos and 
sorted for a slide show at the prize giving. Peter kept us hydrated! 
 
The Meal was awesome after which we dished out all the trophies won so far and photographed 
the winners. Then home for some much needed sleep ready for the final days racing. 
 
Monday 
Only one major event left, Open Oval. 11 turned up and registered to race. Perfect weather yet 
again for the 8 heats. There were allsorts racing from Tony Belle’s immaculate P3 Rigger to 
monos tunnels and a scale hydro. Some good racing ensued but Richard Simonsen from Australia 
with his P2 mono won 3 of his 4 heats and a second in the 4th to just pip Brendon Kirk’s “Fang it” 
1450 to 1400 in the end. Bob Gutsell’s Toll Racing got 3rd. 

 
Richard Simonsen won Open Oval 
 
Tui then called for entries in King of the Lake race of which 6 obliged. This was taken out by Tony 
Belle and his rigger below. 
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The water was then thrown open whilst IRMS was shut down and the last of the results were 
collated. 
Final prize giving was done at the lake. 
 
The full results are below. 
 

2012 NZMPBA National Championships Results. 
 
 
B MONO OVAL C1 MONO OVAL 

1 M Gay  1225   Marlborough 1 S Trott 1250 BOP 

2 G Haines 1150   Marlborough 2 M Gay  1025 

3 W Belk 625     BOP 3 M Bindon 738 Hamilton 

4 R Anderson 525     Hamilton 4 G Haines 700 

 5 R Anderson 296 

 
C2 MONO OVAL P2 MONO OVAL 

1 G Watkins 1125 Australia 1 B Gutsell   1050 Hamilton 

2 S Trott 919 2 B Kirk     950 Christchurch 

3 P Collier 850 Wellington 3 R Simonsen    825 Australia 

4 M Gay  750 4 M Gay     625 

5 M Bindon 152 5 T Christiansen   25 BOP 

 6 R Anderson 0 

 
P2 MONO OVAL P3 MONO OVAL 

1 B Gutsell 1050 Hamilton 1 M Gay  1600   

2 B Kirk  950 Christchurch 2 B Kirk  925 

3 R Simonsen 825 Australia 3 F Zinsli 25 Wellington 

4 M Gay  625 4 W Mowbray 0   Masterton 

5 T Christiansen  25  BOP  

6 R Anderson 0   

 
P2 TUNNEL OVAL P3 TUNNEL OVAL 

1 B Gutsell 1194  1 T Belle 1300   
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2 B Kirk  1100 2 B Kirk  1275 

3 J Turvey 1069  BOP 3 T Riddiford 794 

4 M Gay  719 4 M Gay  475 

5 T Belle 700  BOP  

6 M Plumber 625  Hamilton  

7 T Riddiford 375  Masterton  

8 B Clarke 229  BOP  

 
 
B HYDRO SPRINT C2 HYDRO SPRINT 

1 S Trott 1600 1 G Watkins 1500 

2 M Lee  1050  BOP 2 G Haines 825 

3 B Gutsell 719 3 B Gutsell 775 

4 P Collier 525 4 S Trott 400 

5 R Anderson 194 5 P Collier 50 

6 G Haines 25 6 M Bindon 0 

 
P2 HYDRO SPRINT SPORT PETROL HYDRO SPRINT 

1 D Baker   1450            Hamilton 1 M Gay       1225 

2 M Kemps   1400  Hamilton 2 T Riddiford      1050 

3 B Riddiford   1125  Masterton 3= T Christiansen     919 

4 M Gay      925 3= M Bindon       919 

5 J Turvey     850 5 B Gutsell       850 

6 M Bindon     746 6 T Belle       750 

7 T Riddiford        625 7 B Clarke       600 

8 B Gutsell     394 8= D Baker       425 

9 B Clarke     225 8= J Turvey       425 

10 T Christiansen  194 10 S Trott       169 

11 S Trott     169 11 M Kemps           0 

12 T Belle       25 12 B Riddiford           0 

13 R Simonsen         0  

 
SPORT 45 SCALE HYDRO SPRINT C SCALE HYDRO SPRINT 

1 S Trott 1225 1 G Haines 1100 

2 P Collier 1025 2 M Lee  725 

3 M Lee  725 3 B Gutsell 425 

4 B Gutsell 375 4 S Trott 400 

 5 M Bindon 0 

 
T1 THUNDERBOAT SPRINT T2 THUNDERBOAT SPRINT 

1 M Kemps 1500 1 B Clarke 925 

2 D Baker 1400 2 D Baker 750 

3 M Bindon 1050 3 T Belle 738 

4 B Clarke 752 4 M Bindon 675 

5 T Riddiford 550 5 B Riddiford 652 

6 S Trott 490 6 B Gutsell 596 

7 B Gutsell 469 7 T Riddiford 400 

8 B Riddiford 325 8 M Kemps 250 

9 M Gay  225 9 M Gay  0 

 
OPEN ELECTRIC SPRINT B MARATHON 

1 P Collier 1225 1 G Haines 23 Laps 

2 P Anderson 1125  BOP 2 M Gay  19 Laps 

3 M Kemps 425 3 W Belk  18 Laps BOP 

4 R Simonsen 25 4 R Anderson 0 
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 5 G Simonsen 0  Australia 

 
C1 MARATHON C2 MARATHON 

1 S Trott 48 Laps 1 M Gay  44 Laps 

2 M Gay  46 Laps 2 P Collier 35 Laps 

3 M Bindon 37 Laps 3 S Trott 28 Laps 

4 G Haines 24 Laps 4 M Bindon 4 Laps 

5 R Anderson 4 Laps 5 G Watkins 0 

 
P2 MARATHON P3 MARATHON 

1 M Gay      54 Laps 1= G Simonsen 52 Laps 

2 B Kirk      53 Laps 1= B Kirk  52 Laps 

3 B Gutsell     33 Laps 3 M Gay  50 Laps 

4 T Riddiford     28 Laps 4 T Belle 47 Laps 

5 R Simonsen      27 Laps 5 F Zinsli 2 Laps 

6= B Clarke     24 Laps 6 W Mowbray 0 

6= T Belle     24 Laps  

8 T Christiansen  12 Laps  

9 R Anderson 0  

10 M Plummer 0  

  

 
B ENDURANCE C1 ENDURANCE 

1 W Belk 64 Laps 1 S Trott 62 Laps 

2 R Anderson 43 Laps 2 M Bindon 60 Laps 

3 M Gay  42 Laps 3 M Gay  59 Laps 

4 G Haines 19 Laps 4 W Belk 55 Laps 

5 G Simonsen 0 5 G Haines 53 Laps 

 6  R Anderson 35 Laps 

 
C2 ENDURANCE P2 ENDURANCE 

1 P Collier 28 Laps  1 B Kirk      62 Laps 

2 G Watkins 19 Laps 2 M Gay      61 Laps 

3 M Bindon 3  Laps 3 B Gutsell     54 Laps 

4 S Trott 1 Laps 4= R Simonsen    20 Laps 

5 M Gay  0 4= T Christiansen 20 Laps 

 6 T Belle      0 

 7 R Anderson      0 

 8 J Turvey      0 

 9 W Belk      0 

 
P3 ENDURANCE OPEN OVAL SPRINT 

1 M Gay  31 Laps 1 R Simonsen 1450 

2 B Kirk  15 Laps 2 B Kirk  1400 

3 F Zinsli  4 Laps 3 B Gutsell 925 

4 T Belle  0 4 B Clarke 725 

5 W Mowbray 0 5 M Gay  669 

 6 T Riddiford 625 

ENDURANCE CUP 7 G Haines 475 

1 W Belk 64 Laps 8 T Belle 425 

2 S Trott 62 Laps 9 B Riddiford 75 

3 M Gay  61 Laps 10 M Plummer 0 

 11 P Collier 0 

King of Lake 10 Lap Sprint  

1 T Belle  
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BEST PRESENTED RACE BOAT Scale Hydro Most Authentic Boat  

1 B Kirk “Fang it”  Petrol Tunnel 1 S Trott Executone  B Scale Hydro 

 2 S Trott Executone  C Scale Hydro 

ENGINE BREAKERS TROPHY 3 M Lee Oh Boy Oberto B Scale Hydro 

1 G Simonsen   4 M Lee Oh Boy Oberto C Scale Hydro 

 5 B Gutsell Cellular One C Scale Hydro 

ROOKIES CUP  

1 B Clarke  

 
KING OF THE NATIONALS THUNDER DOWN UNDER CHAMPION CLUB 

1 M Gay 1 Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club  

2         S Trott 2         Hamilton Model Powerboat Club 

3         B Kirk 3 Marlborough Model Powerboat Club 

  

PRESIDENTS CUP  

NZ1 M Gay  

NZ2 S Trott  

NZ3 P Collier  

 

King of Nats Points 
  

Sum of Thunder Down Under Points 

Name Total 
  

Club Name Total 

Matt Gay 495 
  

Bay Of Plenty Steve Trott 600 

Steve Trott 370 
  

  Tony Belle 530 

Brendon Kirk 360 
  

  Bruce Clarke  530 

Bob Gutsell 190 
  

  Jason Turvey 290 

Grahame Haines 190 
  

  Tony Christiansen 240 

Peter Collier  185 
  

  Warren Belk  230 

Mark kemps 145 
  

  Matthew Lee 140 

Glen Watkins 135 
  

  Peter Anderson 30 

Damian Baker 115 
  

Bay Of Plenty Total   2590 

Matt Bindon 110 
  

Hamilton Bob Gutsell 840 

Tony Belle 100 
  

  Matt Bindon 550 

Warren Belk  85 
  

  Damian Baker 360 

Richard Simonsen 85 
  

  Mark kemps 300 

Matthew Lee 85 
  

  Morgan Plummer 210 

Bruce Clarke  80 
  

  Rex Anderson 200 

Rex Anderson 75 
  

Hamilton Total   2460 

Terry Riddiford 70 
  

Marlborough Matt Gay 1210 

Graham Simonsen 65 
  

  Brendon Kirk 760 

Jason Turvey 30 
  

  Grahame Haines 440 

Peter Anderson 30 
  

Marlborough Total   2410 

Tony Christiansen 25 
  

Masterton Terry Riddiford 540 

Fred Zinsli 25 
  

  Ben Riddiford 340 

Ben Riddiford 25 
  

  Wayne Mowbray 30 

Morgan Plummer 20 
  

Masterton Total   910 

Wayne Mowbray 15 
  

Australia Richard Simonsen 430 

    
  Glen Watkins 180 

    
  Graham Simonsen 90 
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Rookie Cup Points 
  

Australia Total   700 

Name Total 
  

Wellington Peter Collier  370 

Bruce Clarke  80 
  

  Fred Zinsli 60 

Peter Anderson 30 
  

Wellington Total   430 

Ben Riddiford 25 
     Jason Turvey 25 
     Fred Zinsli 25 
      

President Cup Points Name-Total Matt Gay 795 Steve Trott 660 

Peter Collier 505 Bob Gutsell 430 Brendon Kirk 400 Andrew Colquhoun 310 

Matt Bindon 240 Grahame Haines 210 Dale Hopkins 200 Damian Baker 165 

Mark kemps 165 John Belworthy 160 Glen Watkins 135 Daniel Steenhart 120 

Terry Riddiford 100 P. Stilwell 100 Pieter Lockum 100 M. Lee 100 

Tony Belle 100 Richard Simonsen 85 Warren Belk 85 Matthew Lee 85 

Graham De Pina 70 Graham Simonsen 65 Nathan Bull 60 Ant Schroder 60 

Ian Jacobs 60 Malcolm Jamieson 60 Dean Harris 60 Malcolm Miller 60 

Tony Rutledge 50 Philip Fowler 50 M. Rockiff 50 Darrell Hansen 40 

Matty Cook 40 Trevor Emerson 30 Merv. Sowden 30 Jason Turvey 30 

Ben Riddiford 25 Tony Christiansen 25 Fred Zinsli 25 Peter Anderson 30 

Jason Lester 20 Cameron Holdoway 20 Nigel Wong 20 Morgan Plummer 20 

Gavin Walker 20 Jeremy White 20 Jayden Jamieson 20 Wayne McNaught 20 

Leon Jacobs 10 Neil Plumpton 10 Ian Godfrey 10 Wayne Mowbray 15 

Craig Mathews 10 Duncan Atkinson 10 Paul Bretherton 10 Brian Anderson 10 

Morgan Plummer 10    
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 NEW LIFE MEMBER - JOHN BELWORTHY aka (Harry Potter) 

 by Nitro Ned 

 
By now many of you will be aware that we added another life member to our ranks at the 
Tauranga nationals. 

It had been discussed in committee earlier in the year but got put on the back burner with other 
issues consuming their time. 

As Nationals loomed I heard a rumour that Harry was intending to compete so got a life member 
pin made in readiness. Then a couple of weeks out got an e-mail to say he would not be 
competing for family reasons. Bugger! 

Then I got wind he would be there on the Saturday for a look as he was holidaying in Taupo with 
wife Christine who has her own battles with serious health issues. 

The plan was hatched to present him with his pin as a complete surprise and as it had to be 
approved at an AGM the timing was perfect. We could seek approval from the AGM the night 
before and spring it on Harry on Saturday. We even had a plan to present him with his life 
membership at a later date, if he did not show, with out him getting wind of what maybe about to 
go down. 

For those of you that were not there the look on his face was priceless especially when it took a 
couple of minutes for him to realise that it was he that we were making the special presentation to! 

Some History John joined the then NZ Model Marine Association the same year as me, 1975 and 
has been a financial member for the last 37 years. There are only 2 surviving members who have 
been around longer. Foundation Member Paul Carmody now resident in Australia, and Tony 
Rutledge Wellington both of whom are life members in their own right. 

His first Nationals was in 1976 at Palmerston North and managed to snavel the Presidents cup 
that year as a Rookie. 

I first met John at my first nationals in 1977 here in Blenheim at the Taylor Dam. Then it was Ideal 
for the boats of the time. Now it is a weed, duck poo and carp infested waste.  I had built a 1/8 
scale sized hydro of a Vic Smeed Alter Ego hydro It was a Lauterbach type hull. Vic was a popular 
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British model boat designer from the 60’s and early 70’s when R/C was in its infancy. I was a big 
fan of Doug Cameron’s Miss Print GP hydros of that era here in NZ so made a cowl based on miss 
print VI and called it EGO Print. I ran an HP 61 and was going to blow everyone of the water with 
this thing when I got there. 

The first dent to my ego was when I arrived at the pond early to see Tony Rutledge running up and 
down the pond with his WILL-E-GO Rossi 60 powered hydro. My god I thought I can’t compete 
with that! 

Then this fella turned up with a heap of orange monos with built in tanks plus his 2 brothers and 
started practicing. Bloody hell His A mono was dam near as fast as my Hydro and the B and C 
monos made me look sick. However I went there primarily to learn stuff so looked and learnt. 

I had no accommodation arranged and was planning to sleep in my car till I found out a local was 
going to stay in the event caravan for security so I made arrangements for him to go home to his 
family and I would look after the show at night. 

Back then the nationals were 5 days around Xmas New Year and we ran speed tethered hydros 
straight running etc. John had not had a very successful nationals as it was locals Ron Loader and 
Tony Rogers who had dominated racing. 

After Prize giving we got on the turps as was the thing back then and as I had a big drive to 
Auckland the next day left early for some sleep. Cars came and went most nights as it was the 
local haunt for snogging. About 1.30am this night a car pulls up at the jetty I looked out thought 
nothing of it then next thing wrrrrr a model boat starts up. I look out the caravan again to see 4 
blokes 1 with a torch running this mono full tit round the Taylor Dam and Nigel Wong the torch 
holder saying slow down Malcolm I cant keep up.  

Invariably you guessed it the boat stopped on the water and with no rescue boat, how are we 
going to get it back? No probs sez Malcolm Ill just swim for it! In a brand new suit his wife had 
made for him for the Nationals dinner. When he got back to shore John was heard to say followed 
by that infamous chuckle of his, boy you’re gonna be in trouble with Flo now Malc. 

John’s boats often got moulded after he had raced a new design at the nationals and many of the 
older boaters among us will have raced a Dart or a Naviga, a Delta or Hunter in their day. In fact 
Belworthy hulls dominated mono racing in the 80’s and 90’s when our racing was more aligned 
with the European format. Steve Trott and Warren Belk still run Hunters in C1 and did so at this 
year Nationals. 

My next real close association with John was a couple of years later at the Rothmans Challenge 
here in Blenheim Queens Birthday Weekend. Many planned annual leave around this weekend as 
getting your name on the Rothmans was even more prestigious than the Presidents Cup. You had 
1 ½ days hard matrix racing to qualify for the 10 lap trophy race and only the 10 fastest got to race. 
This particular year John arrived with a 40 Naviga hull with a hotted up OS 60 Black Head cross 
flow motor A bit like running a hot 454 Chevy in a Morrie Minor. 

He duly qualified and come race time tapped me on the shoulder and asked if I would pit for him. I 
was pooing bricks back then. Here was the Guru of mono racing asking ME to pit for him!! I asked 
him what he wanted me to do. He sez all you have to do is get me into lane 1 at full snot on the 
hooter coz then I will be first round buoy one and I’ll have Loader and Rogers stuffed, he sez with 
that famous chuckle, then it will be catch me if you can. I can go hard for about 7 laps before I 
catch slow traffic and by then I should be able to cruise to the finish. I stood behind him with my 
hands on his shoulders and we did exactly that. He was one happy boater. Had got his name on 
the Rothmans at last and I had helped him do that. 

No doubt many of you will have similar experiences with John in the sport. 

For several years Tony Rutledge and I used to give John stick about only running monos and that 
hydros was the way to go. John was not convinced and still stuck with monos till he finally relented 
and designed and built an A Hydro for the 1987 nationals at New Plymouth which he duly won. He 
went on to totally dominate this class through to 2001 when it was last contested. Many of us tried 
to beat the bugger but he was just too good. 
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We were both together again at the first Auckland Nationals in 1991 to witness the change of 
name to the current New Zealand Model Powerboat Association to better describe who we are. It 
was here he had a hiccup in A hydro when he had an uncharacteristic DNF in one heat and the old 
maestro Tony Rutledge got his name on the trophy, the only one to break the 11 year run. 

 

Relaxing at Auckland 1991 

He and Tony jointly designed and raced a sport 45 hydro successfully and John has also designed 
top performing tunnel hulls as well. It is one of John’s B class tunnels that was used to break the 
100k barrier with a nitro engine in a tunnel for the first time.  Alan Lundberg did it first and I hold 
the record in C2 Tunnel. 

 
Belworthy Tunnels in best finished race boat Christchurch Nationals 1994 

Here are some of his achievements in our organisation. 

President    2 terms.  1980~83  1995~96 
Secretary/Treasurer  0 
PropShaft editor 
Overseas representative 3 times  1978 Naviga England World champs 
      1989  USA  APBA. Got a 1st place 
      1993 Aussie Indy Down Under 
Presidents Cup  3 times  1976 1983 1993 
King of the Nationals  1  1993 
National titles   53  Across 14 different classes 
Records   40  Across 15 classes 
Current records held  7  In endurance, Naviga triangle and 

Matrix and Oval 
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As you can see there is one string he has not added to his bow yet. SecretaryTreasurer. I did 
inform him at Tauranga that he will have to do that next year to complete the picture!!! 

I am sure you will agree John has had a big influence on our organisation over the years and is 
still active and a worthy recipient of life Membership to our organisation. 

Congratulations John.     

Bay of Plenty Hydrofest  

28th & 29th April 2012 

With this event being scheduled for just a few weeks straight after the Nationals, there was always 
a question mark about the level of support it might pull in. It seems that all had such a great time at 
the Nats, then quite a few wanted another taste of our venue here in Tauranga. We ended up with 
15 entries and notably the gas classes very full. 

A special note of thanks must go to all the BOP clubbies that had to dig deep to host another event 
so soon after the Nats, the selfless effort a number of the guys put in rescue boating, pitting and all 
other when they did not even run a boat or maybe just 1 or 2 events was outstanding. 

The weather for the weekend was great, just light winds that created the need for some caution in 
the back straight and turns 1 & 2. 

Initially 1 lap sprints were to be run as part of each class, however, the majority of the competitors 
decided that those would be flagged in favour of having more tune and practice time. 

As a consequence only 1 lap sprints were held for B Hydros, with Tui leading the way some 3 
seconds ahead of Harry Potter who was in turn just 1 sec ahead of Big Bird ( James Taylor ? ) 
who again was 1 second ahead of Big Fish Bob !  All good fun ! 

The B Hydro sprint racing turned out nearly the opposite, Tui stripped the glow plug thread in his 
head button and rushed to helicoil that, still in time to make the first heat, just to be running at the 
front of the field and then at lap 3 the carb dismantled itself leaving the win to Big Bird, Tui then 
conceding that the broken Lil Bruiser would go no further that day. The 3 left enjoyed some good 
racing with Big Bird cleaning up the event with a clean sweep of all the heats. 

Sport Petrol Hydro was up next, there was a wide cross section of boats in this from Std and 
Modified Thunderboats, to Backlash hulls etc etc. The racing in this event was down right nuts, 
high speed and in some cases high risk, I watched a number of baots enter turn 1 and lost sight of 
all of them in the wall of water they sent up, there were just no gaps, but somehow they all got 
through, well at least that time, at other times there were some impressive roostertail rides with 
boats flipping 2 or 3 metres into the air ! In the end there was a tie for 1st between Damian Baker 
and recently returned Jason Turvey with his still quite new boat… seems like there needs to be 
some more nick names allocated soon ! 

Next up was P2 Hydro, if Sport Petrol Hydro was all in, this was even more insane, literally with 
Tony Belles impressive outrigger, this event now really offers a format of almost just an Open Oval 
event for petrol hydros ! The event was TBs to lose, but he didn’t ! He won all his heats bar one, so 
shows that this event will in future be dominated by outriggers, you gas guys need to start bringing 
more guns to the gun fight ! 

There were 3 entries for the Open Electric Hydro class, unfortunately one of those didn’t show, 
however, Peter Anderson, newish member of the BOP club and the “master” John Belworthy 
battled it out, JB suffering a few handling issues with his shovel nose boat, where as Peters self 
built outrigger went as good as I have ever seen it go, the result of many hours of testing and fine 
tuning at the lake. Peter went on to win all heats except 1, an outstanding effort and reward for his 
efforts.  

Saturday was rounded out with T2 Hydro. Damian Baker sure deserves some big ups, most boats 
racing were out of his shop and what close racing it was, these things look great and go even 
better, keeping drivers and spectators on the edge of their seats alike, only small mistakes 
separated the front runners from the minor place getters. In the end the “God Father” of  Baker 
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Boats deservedly won out winning almost all of his heats. If anyone ever wants to know how to 
build a boat and go fast in this class, just talk to DB ! 

Saturday night was a quiet affair with most a bit stuffed from the days racing, so it was home for 
most and into a few pizzas and beers and rubbish talk thrown in for good measure ! 

Sunday dawned fine and a tad fresh, with Sport 45 Hydro first up. Tui was determined to redeem 
himself from the poor performance the day before, and went on to win every heat, reliability for the 
others seemed to be an issue as the heats ran thru. 

Next up was C Scale hydro, disappointingly there were only 2 entries, but 2 boats makes a race ! 
Tui and Big Fish Bob put on a great display of side by side racing lap after lap, heat after heat, with 
Tui holding just enough advantage to take the win. We REALLY need to see more of you guys get 
your boats off the shelf for this event, they are definitely out there, you are missing out on some 
fantastic racing. 

C2 Hydro was up next, again just 3 entries, Big Bird and Tui running their outriggers and Big Fish 
Bob running his C Scale Hydro, brave !!  Tui cleared out in the first heat, only to start suffering 
crazy issues with the throttle link breaking, fixing that, then the throttle are letting go in each of the 
other heats, so a run of DNFs, Big Bird was also suffering issues after winning 2 heats leaving Big 
Fish Bob to win the evnt with the ever reliable Cellular One C Scale Hydro. 

The regatta was rounded out with T1 Thunderboat. If T2 was tight then this class of racing was 
even tighter, Phil Stilwell went well enough to win the event by just 100 points from the next bunch 
of 3 who all tied for second, if that doesn’t tell you how good and close the racing was then nothing 
will ! 

All in all it was another awesome weekend of racing and now look forward to round 2, being 
hosted by the Hamilton Club, 7th & 8th July. 

 
See ya all there ! 
Regs, TUI. 
 

Presidents Cup, points standings 
Points are regularly being awarded at meetings around the country, so rather than print here and 
have them immediately go out of date check the website forum for latest standings. 

Club News  
Not much to report, but clubs please take note the Calendar below has a milestone date of 30th 
November for finalising next year’s calendar, so time to start thinking about your events and when 
you will be running them. 
 
Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club  
 
Gearing up for North Island Champs at Labour Weekend. 
 
Bay of Plenty MPBC  
 
Ran a successful Hydrofest late April, see report in this issue. 
  
Wellington Model Power Boat Club 
 
Round 2 of the Offshore series has been held in very windy northerly conditions, not that rough but 
challenging driving just the same. Driving standards have improved a notch, but some folk need to 
work on reliability before their next event. 
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  Name NZMPBA# Eng 
Class 

Heat 1 Heat 2 Heat 3 Final Total Overall 
place 

1 Peter Collier 23 C2 17 22 12 51 102 1 

2 Terry Riddiford 34 P2 12 22 12 51 97 2 

3 Tony Rutledge 43 P2 14 22 22 28 86 3 

4 John Belworthy 76 C2 17 7 21 38 83 4 

5 Graeme Haines 275 C1 5 7 15 33 60 5 

6 Trevor Emerson 78 P2 4 2 22 28 56 6= 

7 Darrell Hansen 31 P3 6 22 8 20 56 6= 

8 Wayne McNaught 5 C2 8 9 8 16 41 8 

9 Leigh Marsden 131 P2 6 5 14 11 36 9 

10 Kerry O'Reilly 42 B 6 5 10 12 33 10 

11 Birmy Korving 286 B 4 4   22 30 11= 

12 Pieter Lokum 83 P2 1 13 12 4 30 11= 

13 Fred Zinsli 7 P3 6 0 8   14 13 

14 Bradley Thomson 36 P2 1       1 14 

 
Cat Scrap over two heats 

1 Peter Collier 600 pts 

2= Trevor Emerson 400 pts 

2= Tony Rutledge 400 pts 
 

 
 
 

  
Hamilton 
 
Marlborough 
 
Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch? 

Bright Ideas – 
None submitted 

2012 NZMPBA CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
JULY; 7TH / 8TH                                             HYDROFEST RND 2                                     HAMILTON  

           28TH / 29TH                                      FROSTBITE & PICTON OFFSHORE RND 4 BLENHEIM  

AUGUST; 12TH                                            OFFSHORE RND 5                                        WELLINGTON  

                 25TH /26TH                               STH ILD H/CAP RND 3                                  BLENHEIM  

SEPTEMBER; 1ST                                     OFFSHORE RND 6                                       TAUPO  

                        15th / 16th                      OFFSHORE RND 7                                       CHRISTCHURCH  

                         29TH                                OFFSHORE RND 8                                       ROTORUA  

OCTOBER 20TH/21ST                              NTH ILD CHAMPS                                         MASTERTON  

NOVEMBER 11TH                                      OFFSHORE RND 9                                       WELLINGTON  

                      24TH / 25TH                      STH ILD H/CAP RND 4                                 CHRISTCHURCH  

                    30TH                        FINALISE 2013 NZMPBA CALENDAR  

DECEMBER 8TH / 9TH                              HYDROFEST RND 3                                     TAURANGA  

For more up to date info and entry form downloads go to website www.nzmpba.co.nz  

 
 

 
Club Running Days 

Manukau Model Power Boat 
Club 

2nd and 4th Sunday of each 
Month 
@ 9:00 am 
Informal running every second 
Sunday 

Wattle Downs, Manukau 
City 

http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/
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Central Model Power Boat 
Club 

1st Sunday of each Month 
@ 8:30 am 

Lake Hakanoa, Huntly 

Bay Of Plenty Model Power 
Boat Club 

1st Sunday of month Club 
Race Day, 10 am start 
3rd Sunday of month 
Fun/Practice Day, 10 am start 

Lake Taurikura, Tauranga 

Hamilton Model Power Boat 
Club 

Club Race Day 
1st Saturday of each Month 
@ 9:00 am 
Informal Running every 
Saturday morning. 

Hamilton Lake, Eastern 
Side 

Napier Model Power Boat 
Club  

Every Saturday @ 1pm Anderson Park, Napier 

Taranaki Model Power Boat 
Club 

1st Sunday of each month @ 
9:00 am 

Lake Cowley, Waitara 

Masterton Radio Yacht Club 2nd Sunday of month @ 2:00 
pm 

Lake Henley, Masterton 

Wellington Model Power 
Boat club 

1st Sunday of each month @ 
1:00 pm 

Hutt River, Sladden Park 

Marlborough Model Power 
Boat Club 

1st Sunday of Month 
@ 9:00am 

 

Christchurch Model Power 
Boat Club 

Nothing planned  

Ashburton Model Power 
Boat club 
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Application for New and Continuing Membership 

NZMPBA # 

Name: 
Address: 
Postcode: 
Phone numbers:  
Home: 
Work: 
Mobile: 
E-mail: 
DOB / Age: 
Occupation: 
Preferred Frequency…………………. MHz   Alternate Frequency………………………. MHz 
Signed………………………………………..Date:…………………………………. 

Subscription Fee Structure    (Financial year starts 1st January each year)  
Senior Membership   Full Rate  $40.00 
Family Membership Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for each 

other family member living at the same address. 
Junior Membership 50% of full rate for up to 20 years of age. 
Full Time Student 50% of full rate. 
Senior Citizen 50% of full rate for 65 + years of age. 
 
Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have 
an individual registration / race number and have full voting rights. 

First time / New memberships. 

New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of 
the applicable rate above.  
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the 
full correct applicable rate BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year. 
Amount enclosed $                 (cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required.  
Please circle the membership type you are joining under. 
Return form and subs to:  
 
NZMPBA Secretary/Treasurer: 
Grahame Haines 
PO Box 764 Blenheim 
Blenheim 
Mob: 027 226 2922 
E-Mail: wobblz@xtra.co.nz 
Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with 
posted form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member 
or if an existing member include NZMPBA race #  to identify payee. 

mailto:wobblz@xtra.co.nz

